
RWC1 – Wooden Sugar Cookie Ornaments 

Cookies that look good enough to eat – but don’t! Even though these 8 cookies are ultra realistic, 
they are made out of wood. The recipe for these delicious looking dainties was developed a 
couple years ago for the Woodcarver’s tree. This is only the second time that a batch of them has 
been whipped up. They look just as tasty as they did back then. 

A number of folks have asked where they could purchase them. This is the only place that they 
have been offered! (I wonder how she carved each of those tiny colored sprinkles!) 

RWC2 – Dr. Seuss Bird Ornaments 

Looking for a bit of zany fun? Add some Dr. Seuss to your holiday setting. These unique feather 
and wood cuties look like they just flew out of a Dr. Seuss story. There is no question that they 
will tickle the fancy of both children and adults. Set of 6 ornaments. 

RWC3 – Minnesota Santas 

A cute way to put a bit of Minnesota as well as Santa on your tree! Great for sending to friends 
or relatives who are not lucky enough to live in Minnesota. (But make sure to keep at least one 
for yourself!) Six ornaments in a custom Minnesota box. 

RWC4 – Barefoot Santa Ornaments – COVID Style 

Bob has done it again with some of his famous and very timely Barefoot Santas. Special for this 
year of COVID, Santa is wearing a mask making sure that he is only spreading gifts and good 
cheer. These are the only Barefoot Santas that are available this year! These three ornaments 
are between 2 and 2½ inches tall. Carved by Rochester’s own Bob Nowicki. 

RWC5 – Ribbon Candies in Multiple Woods 

Starting with some cherry & pear, add a bit of walnut & maple for seasoning and you have the 
beginning of a new recipe for old fashion ribbon candy. Then the artist craftfully fashions them 
into their iconic shape. Each of these delicate handmade candies has a unique recipe. 6 pieces of 
4 inch long candies. 

RWC6 – Wooden Mint Candy Ornaments 

Oh – the smell of peppermint! It can bring back special memories of holidays past. While these 
peppermint candies do not smell, they still can conjure happy thoughts. As you might expect, the 
hand carved, oversized delights are individually “wrapped”. Set of six dandy candy ornaments. 

RWC7 – “GingerWood” Men Ornaments, Set 1 

These gingerbread men will not run away; they just want to hang out on your tree. Everything 
from their hand piped frosting to their humorous poses brings smiles to the folks that meet them. 
These cute little guys were specially designed and made for Hiawatha Homes. They have never 
been available anywhere except on the Woodcarver’s tree for the Festival of Trees. This is the 
only time that they will be offered separately. Set of 6 ornaments. 

RWC8 – “GingerWood” Men Ornaments, Set 2 

What? Another set of gingerbread men? Oh, these are the cousins of the other set, each with a 
different set of personalities. I guess that you have a second chance to snatch up a set of the tasty 



looking treats. One aproned baker and a couple of distressed fellows are included in each set of 
6. 

RWC9 – Wooden Ornament Assortment 

This group of fun ornaments has some lovely little details. Santa is joined by a couple of snow 
folks preparing for Christmas along with a Christmas goose bundled up for the cold. Set of 4 
ornaments. The tall hat Santa is 6 inches long. 

RWC10 – Dainty Decorated Ice Cream Cones and Cupcake Ornaments 

The fun of these cones is only matched by their heaping helping of ice cream. Fortunately, they 
will not melt before you get them on your tree. And of course, there is also a little cupcake just 
the way you like it – with more frosting than cake. Set of 4 

RWC11 – Wooden “Hard Candy” Ornaments 

These cute wooden discs have a bit of history. The artist’s childhood memories are sweetened by 
the candies received in her shoes from Saint Nick on the eve of December 5th. The little images 
that ran through the thickness of the candy seemed magical. These ornaments are inspired by 
those candies. While you might crack your teeth on these hard candies, at least they will not give 
you cavities! Set of 6. 

RWC12 – Happy Birch Faces 

A cut here and a chip there bring out some friendly faces on these pieces of birch branches. 
Roughly 6 inches long. Two branches with a total of five faces. 

RWC13 – Wooden Turned Trees 

Well that seems redundant – a wooden tree! But these are not like any tree that you will find in 
an identification book. Unlike most turned projects that create wonderfully smooth surfaces, 
some crafty skills were used to make these trees fuzzy! These splendid trees can either stand on 
their own or be hung as ornaments. Set of 6 trees, 3 to 3½ inches tall. 

RWC14 – Santa’s Face 

Coming in at 7 inches tall this festive face of the jolly old elf is a bit big to be an ornament. He 
can lie on a table, be part of a decoration or beam down from a shelf or the wall. 

RWC15 – Whittled Rooster 

Using a folk-art technique another rooster is born. This fellow is ready to roost in your house. 
His tail is fully fluffed out as he crows to wake everyone on Christmas morning. While he is too 
large to hang as an ornament, his roost stands nicely on the shelf. 

 


